Easy access to multimedia information is important as the amount of information is exponentially growing. Content-based retrieval is a viable approach. Extensibility and flexibility of data models is another important issue as the field is constantly evolving. The ADMIRE framework applied in this paper satisfies both criteria. This we show in two practical cases, one in the field of clinical assessments of measurement data, the other in the field of video directory services. ADMIRE offers a uniform solution for structuring these data. Content disclosure is supported by labelling of these data structures. This is done by automatic, semi-automatic or manual labelling.
Introduction
The aim of multimedia IR systems is to handle general queries such as "find outdoor pictures or videos of an interview with James Cameron discussing the making of the Titanic film". Answering such queries requires intelligent exploitation of both speech and visual content. For multimedia retrieval, the combination of multiple integrated media types increases the performance of content-based retrieval, to overcome mismatches and missing matches. Available content analysis and retrieval techniques tailored to a specific media are therefore not adequate for queries as the one mentioned above. From the above example it is clear that multimedia IR is a very broad area covering both infrastructure issues (e.g. framework models, efficient storage criteria, networking, clientserver models) and intelligent content analysis and retrieval. This all needs to be integrated as a seamless whole. That involves expertise from a wide variety of fields and lots of research.
The infrastructure issues are closely related to information supply. The way information is structured has a direct impact on the retrieval strategies. So for example if a slide show presentation and a corresponding audio track are stored as two loose information objects, it is difficult to retrieve the sound related to a certain slide in the presentation. On the other hand if the system allows the definition of relationships between different media then retrieval becomes more easy. Multimedia models have thus to allow for a uniform way to represent different media and the relationships between media. Here the need emerges for a heterogeneous framework for representing all types of media in a uniform manner. This paper contributes to the infrastructure issues with a general framework for representing multimodal information. Existing multimedia models focus mostly on a single aspect of multimedia information, like presentation (e.g. PREMO [ISO94] ), or exchange of documents, or on a particular format (e.g. HyTime [ISO97]). Models that do facilitate content-based information retrieval in general are for example MORE [TYH+91] , VODAK [GuNe93] , CORE [WNM+95] and AIR [GuRV96] . These models either do not support a layered definition of information objects (e.g. MORE and VODAK) or can only represent the content of specific unstructured media types (e.g. AIR). MPEG7 which is currently being developed as a general multimedia standard for content representation for information disclosure [MPEG98] is promising, but it is still in an early stage. The model in [CMF96] for representing digitised document and the Amsterdam Hypermedia Model (AHM) [Hard98] is directed to modelling and authoring of Hypermedia documents. This paper presents a general framework called ADMIRE [VeBE96] . It resembles the CORE model but offers more flexibility in modelling object relationships. ADMIRE emphasises on the disclosure of all kinds of forms and types of existing digital information [Velt98] . It uses an object-oriented modelling technique together with a layered definition of information objects. It is thus suitable for representing multimedia information. The basic difference between these models and ADMIRE lies in the ability to represent features and concepts at every level in the information hierarchy. Features are context independent functions operating on the data (e.g. shape). Concepts are context dependent interpretations of the data (e.g. goal).
The intelligent content analysis and retrieval of multimedia IR are related to information demand. Unlike traditional databases, an exact matching between demand and supply in multimedia databases is frequently not possible since the information is differently structured. This requires, besides an accurate and comprehensive model of the available information, specific functionality to handle the queries and the presentation of the (intermediate) results. In content-based retrieval, information should be extracted from features, concepts or a combination of both. This should be possible across all media. To retrieve a statement that James Cameron made in the interview, a combination of pattern recognition (feature) in video material for lip movement and the concept "Oscar" in the audio material can be combined. Such queries are strongly dependent on the context where they are used. Therefore, the choice of features and concepts and extraction rules depend on the context. This paper shows how the ADMIRE framework supports extraction of multimedia information in general. Further more, two cases are presented to demonstrate context specific matters one in the medical field and the other in the field of video directory services (VDS). In the clinical information case patients' movement disorders are recorded and monitored using multiple techniques. This results in huge files with multimedia data. To support data analysis data disclosure techniques are used. The VDS case covering the soccer domain offers an interactive way to retrieve (fragments of) content that the user is interested in. To support queries in that domain we need to disclose soccer related information.
In section 2 the ADMIRE framework is briefly explained. A general guideline for content-based retrieval using the ADMIRE framework is presented in section 3. This has been applied in two cases that are presented in sections 4 and 5. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 6.
ADMIRE Framework
As the field of multimedia is constantly developing, we advocate a generic approach to multimedia modelling. Our ADMIRE framework, presented in [VeBE96] , provides an information object hierarchy on the one hand and an abstraction hierarchy on the other hand. The information object hierarchy makes sure that every piece of multimedia information, from loose pictures or soundbites to elaborated reports, coverages etc. can be described. The abstraction hierarchy distinguishes respectively raw data, computable features of this data and context and interpretation dependent concepts. See Figure 1 . All properties in the data layer (format and attribute properties) are stored since they convey information that cannot be determined differently. The feature and concept layers contain information that can be determined using the properties of the lower layers, and extraction algorithms for features and (domain) inference rules for concepts. As opposed to features, concepts are context dependent: Different concepts can be inferred from the same data and features, Figure 1 . We go through some simple examples of multimedia information to demonstrate how the ADMIRE framework works. Figure 2 is an image containing three objects. This image can be modelled in ADMIRE as an information object (IO) as shown in Figure 1 . At the data level this IO consists of an array of pixels or, depending on the format, a set of vectors and areas. At the feature level functions can be defined that operate on this data, e.g., the percentage green, the presence of sharp edges, and the such. At the concept level interpretations and meaning is given to the data, e.g., the fact that there is a tree, a sun and a partially visible car. We distinguish between retrievable and non-retrievable IOs. The smallest retrievable IO we call a basic IO e.g. a frame in a video and is defined by the designer. A collection of basic IOs we call composite IO. In this paper when we mention IO we mean retrievable IO. A non-retrievable IOs where further decomposition of an IO is unfeasible, e.g. individual words or pixels, but still useful for extraction, we call pseudo IOs. Pseudo IOs are part of the information hierarchy. They are also characterised by features and concepts, but the data possesses a function that specifies the subset of the raw data and format of an accompanying IO. It is comparable to the non-materialised nature of 'scripted objects' [ScWy95] and 'anchor values' used in hypermedia models [HaSc94] . Examples of pseudo IOs are: sequence of characters within a textual fragment; a specific region in a pixel based image (frame), e.g. rectangle 1 indicating a 'car' as illustrated in frame 1 in Figure 3 or a person's voice within an audio fragment. In pseudo IOs, features and concepts are strongly linked. E.g. in pseudo video IO B, colours and shapes are features from which the concept "tree" can be inferred. Also the sound feature of an audio IO, if present, of a high frequency white noise could reflect the wind blowing through the leaves, adding to the concept "tree". Therefore, any feature from any modality can contribute to the concepts that are being inferred. Figure 3 . The information hierarchy for this example for a movie shot is given in Figure 4 . It includes images (frames) from the video shot and sound tracks from audio. The data layer of the pseudo video shot object allows new features to be extracted, e.g., concerning a more completed shape of an object as some occlusions in individual frames are resolved or concerning rotation (viz. of the wheels). These features may then support concepts like "wheels", "fast", "car" etc. Motion between objects, is part of the feature layer of the video shot IO. At the concept layer, these motions can be interpreted, e.g. using world knowledge that the camera rather than a tree moves, and that cars do not fly. From this the motion of the car may be inferred. Each feature and concept has to take its suitable place in the information hierarchy. In Figure 5 the ADMIRE information structure for the example is given. The frames are basic IOs. The shot is a composite IO as it contains sub IOs of type frame. The contents of the (pseudo)IOs can be read as follows: At the pseudo frame IO level colour and shape are extractable features and objects are extractable concepts. At the frame level new features and concepts arise. Positions of and relations between pseudo-objects are features and states are concepts At the pseudo video shot level similar features can be combined to new features and concepts, either to extract static aspects (shape, paint) or to extract dynamic aspects (wheels turning). At the video shot level motion is an extractable feature and action verbs and changes are extractable concepts. A formal approach to do concept inference is presented in section 3, while practical examples of concept inference presented in section 4 and section 5.
. 
Property Derivation
As we have seen, information in the ADMIRE framework can be modelled at multiple levels of granularity. Not just data, but also features and concepts of basic IOs can be aggregated forming composite IO. Figure 6 is an extended version of Figure 1 . It shows that a concept associated to a composite IO can be inferred in multiple ways: entirely on the basis of features and concepts of the same composite IO, i.e., within the composite IO, or entirely on the basis of concepts of its sub-IOs, or anywhere between. This depends on the quality of features and concepts. Two alternatives are illustrated in Figure 7 . On the left all necessary features are aggregated to a feature within the composite IO which we call feature aggregation. On the right concepts of sub IOs are aggregated to infer a new concept. This we call concept aggregation. As a basic building block we adopt knowledge rules of the kind P[c|e]=p, i.e., The belief (elicited probability) that the concept c applies, given evidence e is p, where 0®p®1. When in an IO the criterion e is met, the triple ác, e, pñ is added to the "bunch" of evidence, i.e., the set of instantiated knowledge rules, e.g. ≡ác, e, pñ… when ác, e, pñ is the first piece of evidence. Working with sets of evidence commutativity (unimportance of order of pieces of evidence) and idempotence (unimportance of double instances of pieces of evidence) are assured. Suppose that concept c has a priori belief c 0 , and that there would be k independent pieces of evidence, B=≡ ác, e 1 ,p 1 ñ,…, ác, e k ,p k ñ…, then the belief in concept c given bunch of evidence B would be P
The a priori correction factor is necessary because it is implicitly included in each of the p i 's. The + in P + denotes that only positive evidence is combined here. This is comparable to DS theory, but with an open world assumption and without renormalising belief values. Similarly counter evidence may be combined where Pϑ(c) P + (Øc), where we propose a conservative combination P(c)=P
If pieces of evidence for a concept are not independent, the joint conditional belief values must be known e.g., ác, e m , . ñ, …, ác, e n , .ñ being reduced to ác, ≡e m ,…, e n …, P[c|e m ,…, e n ]ñ. When concepts are evidence to other concepts, their uncertainty is propagated into the knowledge rule: E.g., concept X, with belief value P[X]=p is used to infer concept Y with conditional belief value P[Y|X]=q, this is equivalent to a piece of evidence áY, X,rñ with belief value r= P[Y|X]⌠P[X]=p⌠q, i.e., the belief in both X and Y given X. With Bayesian belief networks our approach has in common that knowledge rules are chosen with care: We use feature and concept information only in a bottom-up fashion, and attribute information only in a top-down fashion. For example a concept of an IO can be inferred on the basis of concepts of its subIOs, but not on the basis of concepts of its containing super IO. On the other hand, an attribute of an IO is inherited by its sub-IOs. Because of this strictness, a sequence of inferred concepts cannot be dependent on itself across different IOs. Circular or mutual dependencies between concepts within a single IO are easily avoided by checking the knowledge rules operating on that IO.
We emphasise that our method is pragmatic allowing easy integration in the case studies. Experience with this approach will show its usability.
Case 1: clinical assessment
At the Roessingh Research & Development rehabilitation clinic (The Netherlands) large amounts of data are collected of patients suffering from movement disorders (e.g., cerebral palsy). Data include muscle activity (EMG), motion, force (viz. of the feet on the ground), and video recordings, as well as ordinary patient data. In Figure 8 the processes leading to body movement is drawn: First there must be an intention for body movement, then the central nervous system executes a motor program, activating the muscles, then the muscles start to contract changing the angles between joints. This leads to body movement as we observe it. The EMG, force and motion recordings give information about the last three phases of this process. With the advent of multimedia it is now possible to view these data on a computer and share data with colleagues, cf. The ADMIRE framework is used to structure all patient information. The information hierarchy is given in Figure 10 . It facilitates content-based retrieval of folders of patients with similar disorders: From the data recordings, features can be defined like the phase lag between EMG and kinetic extremes. These features enable limited patient similarity searching. For sophisticated searches concepts are needed, as we will illustrate using a 'stiff legged knee' case. 
Property extraction
Matching features is not just matching graphs of measurement data. The suitability of a method depends on its domain. For example, for a 'stiff-legged knee', the knee motion range during the swing phase is an important criterion.
Looking at the sagittal plane, the marked dots of Figure 11 indicate where abnormal knee function is most significant [Perr92] . So the knee motion range feature (max -min, during swing phase) can be used as a degree of 'stiffness'. Such choices should be made by a domain expert. These features can be used to find similar 'stiff legged' patients, but also to extract the concept 'stiff legged knee', e.g. using the rule that the absolute motion range is less than 20 degrees.
Features from different modalities have been used to classify patient's gait, e.g. using EMG [BCP+79] , and EMG in combination with photographed marker trajectories in [KnRi79] or kinematic data [WiGH87] . The ADMIRE framework applied to the Roessingh case enables a multitude of feature combinations that can be used for feature similarity searching and even more important concept extraction. 
Property aggregation
As explained in section 3, two types of aggregation can be applied to infer concepts. Feature aggregation results in the inference of a single concept while concept aggregation combines already inferred concepts. Now let us look at the subobjects of the gait IO. During a single gait measurement multiple cycles are measured. A cycle within a gait, i.e. the period between two successive initial heel floor contacts of the same foot, can be automatically identified. So gait cycles form important pseudo IOs. On the other hand the sub IOs of the gait IO, as Figure 10 , could lead to concepts. As timing relationships between different measurements, like joint angles and EMG signals, are important for gait analyses, the gait pseudo IO are most important. As explained before the concept 'stiff legged knee' can be inferred for individual cycles, hence pseudo gait IOs. Aggregating these concepts will result in concepts for the gait IO (cf. Figure 7) . In addition, features from multiple successive cycles (pseudo gait IO) would typically result in an aggregated feature from which a concept for the gait IO is inferred (cf. Figure 7) . Thus the identification and extraction of properties for pseudo IOs is important for the inference of concepts of IOs. Furthermore this enables a better and finer-grained similarity search. Following the query by example paradigm, the measured patient's gait is used as the similarity search key. Searching for similar patients can be done through by comparing properties of any of the IOs in the object hierarchy. For example using concepts to eliminate the non relevant gait IOs while using features of e.g. the pseudo gait IOs to determine a more finer quantitative similarity. The above indicates that using concepts are more appropriate to search in the information hierarchy in a top-down fashion while features are suitable at lower levels in the information hierarchy.
There is an ongoing research effort between the Telematica Instituut and Roessingh Research Center to apply the methods described above. From the Mesh project [HoLu98] , which is a general framework for computer supported co-operative work, a telemedicine pilot is currently running. Here a need has been identified for a multimodal patient database. Also a query language and a feature database are necessary.
Collaborative aspects for multimedia databases are also being addressed. The advantage of using the ADMIRE model in the above research lies mainly in two aspects, the possibility to query concepts as well as features, and being able to combine the evidence of different media to obtain higher accuracy in queries.
Case 2: Video directory service
Here we present a video directory service (VDS) for soccer matches. Different from the medical case in section 4, the users of a VDS are typically ordinary consumers that do not want to be bothered with the rather technical feature properties. So the challenge is to label these concepts (semi)automatically. Quite a few studies were centred around analysis of soccer games. There are generally two possible, an elaborated off-line video and live video. The approach presented here is mainly designed for live broadcast, like e.g. [AnHR94] . In live broadcast there is no look ahead. Although soccer seems easily understandable, with players wearing a number, teams wearing specific colours, and the ball being clearly visible, the images from video material are quite difficult to interpret with a computer algorithm. This is due to limited TV image resolution and the camera focus at one depth at a time.
There are many studies dealing with translation of different media into language, e.g. languages for the description of images [Okad79] , video [Badl75] , etc. These languages can be used for disclosure of the media. An example used in the soccer game can be found in [AnHR94] . There a system is built that automatically generates textual comments to soccer videos in real-time. Here one stationary camera was used for recording. In [InBo95] the source material is a normal recording as opposed to the fixed camera in the previous study. Here a football game is used for disclosure using video data only. The complexity here lies in tracking objects. Domain knowledge is used to solve uncertainties. The paper [GSC+95] focuses on labelling of video shots. It is assumed that relevant objects are present in the first two frames of the video shot. Here only a subset of soccer related features is supported such as detection of edges to identify the soccer court, colour detection of a team's uniform etc. This allows the identification of concepts as corner kicks.
As presented in section 2, our approach distinguishes between the data model and the retrievable properties. This allows the disclosure of concepts across different media. Therefore disclosing information from multimedia rather than mono-media offers a better disclosure. The price is increased complexity. This work has been partly done in co-operation with the Dutch telecommunications provider KPN. A prototype has been built [WVP+98] . Figure 12 shows how the ADMIRE model is applied to soccer coverages. Every soccer match, summaries and complete (= 'live-taped') coverages may exist.
Within a TV-coverage we distinguish the following IO classes: scene (semantic coherence), shot (continuous sequence), video shot (shot's video part), audio track (shot's audio part), text title (e.g. actual score, play time, name of player that received a yellow card), and frame (a 2-dimensional image sample). 
Property extraction
Like was described in section 3, inference percolates through the information hierarchy in a bottom-up manner. We start with the extraction of features from basic IOs, frames, text and audio track. However, many phenomena are not present at the basic IO level. E.g. changes in scores in the text domain and long sentences in the audio domain. So at higher aggregation levels new features are extractable. A user friendly system must links these features, like roundness, to concepts like "ball" or "head". Some of these concepts may be extracted at a basic IO level. In general, concepts become more pronounced at higher levels of abstraction with an increasing spatial and temporal window. The inference of, e.g. the concept 'ball', should thus be delayed. This is illustrated by Figure 13 , with two candidate pseudo frame IOs, '1' and '2', that share features at the frame level, but differ in their motion features at the video shot level. '1' moves and is actually a ball, while '2' is a spot on the camera lens. 
Property aggregation
Now we show how this process is supported quantitatively as introduced in section 3. A shape feature, circularity, is a piece of evidence for the concept 'ball' that is equally strong for the four pseudo frame IOs pfio i.1, pfio i.2, pfio j.1, pfio j.2 belonging to the frames i and j in Figure 13 . So their bunches of evidence B contain the same piece of evidence e.g., pfio i.1.B ∆ á'ball',circularity,0.6ñ. The motion features differ for the two pseudo video shot IOs, pvsio 1 and pvsio 2, and so do their bunches of evidence, e.g., pvsio 1.B=≡á'ball',frame,0.6ñ,á'ball', moving ,0.3ñ… and pvsio 2.B=≡á'ball',frame,0.6ñ,á'spot on lens', sticking to lens ,0.9ñ,áØ'ball', 'spot on lens',1ñ…
Suppose a priori belief for an arbitrary pseudo video shot IO is P Eventually queries like 'show all corners that lead to a goal' must be addressed. The wanted scenes in this query have an approved goal and a shot with a corner event. We show how the concept 'Approved _Goal' is inferred. First of all evidence for the concept 'Approved_Goal' comes from shot y1 in scene-x where this goal shot is visible:
But also other evidence might add to the belief in the concept 'Approved_Goal' e.g. 'replay', 'close-up', 'cheering cluster', 'cheering public', 'approved text goal'. This is visualised in the Figure 14 . Temporal relations between these pieces of evidence are vital. For example a referee's whistle just before a goal shot makes the goal shot invalid. We follow the 'Real_Goal_Event'.
shot-y.B ∆ á'Real_Goal_Event', {video shot-p.'Real_Goal_ Opportunity', audio trackq.'Public_Real_Goal_Cheering'} AND video shot-p TEMPORAL WITHIN THRESHOLD AFTER audio track-q, ↔ñ
In this knowledge rule two phenomena, namely a 'Real_Goal_Event' and a 'Public_Real_Goal_Cheering' are possible pieces of evidence from different media. If they occur together, the latter must follow after the first within a certain time, e.g. a few seconds. Note that the conjunction of concepts is accounted for by multiplying the belief values:
We follow the 'Real_Goal_Opportunity' concept:
video shot-p.B ∆ á'Real_Goal_Opportunity', pseudo video shot-x.'Ball' AND pseudo video shot-y.'Goal_Area' AND SPATIO TEMPORAL OVERLAP DURATION (pseudo video shotx, pseudo video shot-y) Threshold, ↔ 2 ñ So two pseudo video shot IOs must be identified as 'Ball' and 'Goal_Area' respectively, and they must share the same spatial position over a certain minimal period of time. So a ball passing by quickly does not make the system infer a 'Real_Goal_Event'.
Finally we arrive at a concept we inferred already, 'ball'. In this brief overview it is evident that information from different media is easily combined in one framework.
The prototype is implemented as a client/server application using the Informix Universal Server (IUS) as the object-relational database platform. The clients are implemented on Windows NT 4.0 machines using Delphi and IUS query tools. All Soccer data is stored at the server side. The clients contain several applications for manipulating the data. The Universal Server is extended with a number of software libraries called DataBlades that provide data storage and management functionality. The prototype uses DataBlades for video (Informix), image (Excalibur), audio information retrieval (AIR by Musclefish) and text (Excalibur) as presented in [WVP+98] .
The current prototype implementation supports inference. Automated tracking of corresponding frame IOs is supported. Also, several features have been predefined in the software libraries for instance audio features others have been specially defined for the prototype. At the moment missing algorithms are replaced by manual annotation. Improving this inference is one of the major topics we currently work on.
Conclusions
We have shown the importance of structuring multimedia information (information supply) and its effect on content analysis and retrieval (information demand). The ADMIRE framework was presented where all types of media can be modelled in a uniform way. Beside the three level structure of information within an Information Object, the information object it self is part of a hierarchical structure that is imposed by the application domain. There are three types of Information Object, namely basic, composite and pseudo. Further, a set of relations are defined between Information objects. This is explained in section 2. There are different ways to label concepts in an Information Object. This may vary anywhere between fully-automated and manual. The ADMIRE framework offers the freedom to chose the appropriate labelling method. Labels generated automatically or semi-automatically should include uncertainty measures as algorithms have finite precision. Our approach using uncertainty was presented in section 3.
We have also demonstrated that structuring the information depends on the context. This has been shown in the two cases presented in sections 4 and 5 where the ADMIRE framework has been applied. In the first case, data from patients with movement disorders was modelled. Here the medical practice was used for defining the hierarchical structure, property extraction and property aggregation. In the second case, a soccer VDS, the hierarchical structure was easier to identify. This structure is a general VDS. Yet property extraction and aggregation needs some insight in the soccer domain.
For this soccer VDS case we wanted to reach two goals, first we wanted to mingle manual labelling and automated labelling. At the moment many algorithms that extract features are still under development while they improve every moment. Scene detection for example is already common in MPEG editing software. For these algorithms manual labelling was used in the prototype.
In the two cases presented in this paper we have gained field experience which is recapitulated below. Modelling hierarchical structure was relatively straightforward compared to defining features and concepts. For example, in the clinical assessment case domain expertise is necessary to identify the proper features to be extracted from measurement data and to infer the proper concepts combining these features. Combining multimodal information is important. Uni-modal information is frequently incomplete and sometimes error prone. Combining different modalities may solve these problems. In the clinical case we saw that EMG graph and motion information are both required for generating analysis information of a patient. Extensibility of the model is an advantage for supporting new forms of content disclosure. For example extending the hierarchical model of the VDS with Teletext information should be a straightforward operation. Further, reuse of information for other purposes is supported. For example, methods to recognise a player in a soccer game can be used for volleyball games as well. Answering queries is a top-down process where concepts are first identified high in the hierarchy in combination with pruning mechanisms. Whereas concepts and feature extraction is a bottom up processes. From our experience it is advisable to infer concept higher-up in he hierarchy to guarantee higher certainty.
Up till now the ADMIRE framework has been shown to be widely applicable.
For example it has also been applied in the hypermedia domain. In [VeEe98] , and [Velth98] a retrieval service for the web is presented where users can specify time and/or cost constraints over their queries. Future challenges are to investigate scaleable and generic aspects of the ADMIRE framework. This a topic for future research at our institute. Think for example of applications for large user groups where collaboration between members is supported on very large distributed databases.
